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Painting with Light

“I saw Picasso here on his knees before a photogram,” Man Ray bragged. It
was in a 1929 interview with Jean Vidal on the occasion of a solo exhibition at the
Galerie des Quatre Chemins, where Man Ray was showing recent oil paintings as well
as the striking photograms he called “rayographs.” “Painting is dead, finished,” he
added, by way of explanation.1 This of course would not have been news to those
following the testy relations between photography and painting: since its incep-
tion, photography has regularly “killed” painting (and painting has, messianically,
risen). This time, the allegorical figure of painting was Picasso, who decades after
the appearance of Cubism (and in spite of his return to neoclassical figuration in
the 1920s) remained the lion of modernist painting—and the target of an avant-
garde seeking to reconceive representational practices. 

Yet Man Ray himself had not abandoned painting, would not abandon paint-
ing, and continued in fact to regard himself as a painter long after he became
famous as a photographer. “And yet you still paint?” Vidal asked him. “Yes . . . to per-
suade me of its inanity,” was the confessional response. An equivocation, certainly,
but perhaps an understandable one, considering that since the rayographs’
appearance in 1922, Man Ray had been bolstered in his hubris by a critical recep-
tion in which they had been lauded as exactly that—paintings, functioning at their
most orthodox, expressions of virtuosity destined to displace the Cubist cynosure.
“After Picasso I feared I would be deprived of spectacles. I owe you one,” wrote Jean
Cocteau in an “open letter” to Man Ray that addressed the rayographs just months
after their emergence:

You come anew to free painting . . . The painter will again be able,
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without regrets, to study the human face and you, my dear Man Ray,
will be able to nourish the scheming spirit by which a Picasso, a
Georges Braque will undoubtedly go off to join Raphael.2

Four years later, the basis on which the Surrealists claimed the rayographs was
again their affinity with painting, affirmed as such (and alongside Picasso’s work)
in Breton’s “Surrealism and Painting.”3 But most decisively for subsequent histo-
ries of the rayographs, Man Ray himself would come to look back on them and see
painting: “I was trying to do with photography what painters were doing,” he
would write, “but with light and chemicals, instead of pigment, and without the
optical help of the camera.”4

Glossed with autobiographical authority, this statement has been uncritically
embraced as evidence that Man Ray had wanted to elevate photography to an art
form commensurate with painting, a view that overlooks the fact that any such
paragone, in insisting that here (finally) was a kind of photography that looks so
much like modernist painting that it can be called art, inevitably subordinates
photography to painting, committing the rayographs not only to serve painting’s
renewal, but saddling them with the burden of having denigrated all other photo-
graphic models in the process.5 Still, this strategy of partitioning and categorizing
does seem to have offered Man Ray a way to successfully reconcile his parallel com-
mercial and avant-garde practices—the experimental rayographs, on the one
hand, and the portrait commissions and fashion photography, on the other: 

I could not help thinking that since photography had liberated the
modern painter from the drudgery of faithful representation, this field
would become the exclusive one of photography, helping it to become
an art in its own right; hence Stieglitz’s interest in the two means of
expression. And so there was no conflict. Despite my respect for
Stieglitz’s efforts, and my aroused interest in photography, painting
remained my guiding passion . . . there was no competition involved,
rather the two mediums were engaged on different paths.6

Yet in his public statements, Man Ray routinely equated art with painting (without

2. Jean Cocteau, “Lettre ouverte à Man Ray, photographe américain,” in Les Feuilles libres
(April–May 1922), pp. 134–35. Reprinted in de l’Ecotais, Man Ray: rayographies, pp. 165–66. Georges
Ribemont-Dessaignes had also described the rayographs as painterly, see Ribemont-Dessaignes, Man
Ray, NRF Modern Painters Series (Paris: Librairie Gallimard, 1930), pp. 3–15. 
3. André Breton, Surrealism and Painting (1928), trans. Simon Watson Taylor (Boston: MFA
Publications, 2002), pp. 32–33.
4. Man Ray, Self Portrait (1963; repr., Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1988), p. 109. 
5. Most recently, Emanuelle de l’Ecotais has characterized the rayographs as paintings cum pho-
tographs, stating, “At the time, Man Ray earned his living as a portrait photographer. But the discovery
of the rayograph would change his status: once a photographer, he became an artist.” The implication,
startling in the contemporary context, is that only painterly qualities can “elevate” the status of pho-
tographs to art. See de l’Ecotais, Man Ray: rayographies, p. 15.
6. Man Ray, Self Portrait, pp. 26, 54.



acknowledging the conceptual advances of the readymade), relegating photogra-
phy in general to the “drudgery” with which he associated his portrait and fashion
commissions. As late as 1937, he could write that “Photography is not Art” (and
illustrate it with a rayograph), only to reverse his position later with the written
statement “Photography can be Art,” and finally, dodging behind a petulant Dada
absurdity, to assert, “Art is not photography.”7 Given two possible conservative
paths—that of the document (objective, descriptive, and self-interestedly commer-
cial) and that of art (subjective, abstract, and disinterestedly pure)—one senses
that for Man Ray to acknowledge the rayographs as art objects at all he would have
to think of them as painting: “painting with light,” as his patron Ferdinand
Howald understood them in 1922.8

Art historians have pointed out repeatedly that the rayographs followed
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almost directly on Man Ray’s experiments with airbrush painting, and their shar-
ing that medium’s stencil-like deployment of ground and particulate further eases
the rayographs into place as a culminating point of Man Ray’s painterly develop-
ment.9 After all, the myth of painterly origin is not impossible to support
theoretically—the rayographs do indeed sidestep two widely accepted traits of
photography. First, as contact prints produced by placing objects directly onto
treated paper, they are unique images made without the technological mediation
of the camera lens. Thus they excuse themselves from the critical discourse that
grasps photography as a mechanical means of reproduction. This is no small thing,
as the elimination of the mediating negative means that rayographs are unique,
“original” objects eligible to retain the aura of traditional works of art, while the
absence of the camera ensures that the author’s hand is foregrounded in the pro-
duction of the image—with all the attendant implications of signature, agency,
and direct access to expression. Mastery and authorship remain intact, and the
use value we associate with the best mechanically produced objects is deferred—
traded, effectively, for exhibition value and all the status and privileges that
accord to painting. 

Second, as images that present a pictorial field radically skewed from the nat-
ural, visible world, rayographs appear to have evaded an essential restriction of
analog photography: the limits of physical reality itself. That is, the elements within
the pictorial frame have suffered a kind of internal interference—value reversal and
morphic distortion—that the referents themselves have survived. The overall
impression of the pictures is that they are abstract rather than descriptive, and in
turning away from denotation, they approach a self-reflexive aesthetic that, at least
in the first decades of the twentieth century, was still closed to photography. 

But painting with light? The notion of a photograph as a self-reflexive critique
of painting is absurd: auto-analysis is medium specific. Furthermore, regardless of
Man Ray’s own artistic preconceptions, his newly adoptive Dada circle was bashing
the modernist painting of the day. “The Cubists are pale succubae,” wrote Georges
Ribemont-Dessaignes. “The Dadaists are not sons of the Cubists . . . the bouillon
cube is an emetic.”10 And what the Dadaists saw in the rayographs was something
intensely photographic. As with all analog photographs, the forms that come to be
seen on the surface of a rayograph have a causal relation to objects in the material
world—and the composition of those forms is strictly limited to the physical mise
en scène of the moment of the image’s registration. Moreover, the rayographs’
claim to originality is mitigated by the way their forms appear “automatically” in
the darkroom tray, a process reminiscent of industrial fabrication rather than the
signature variation and hand finish of painting. In this sense, they are every bit as
deskilled as an image registered through the camera’s lens. And while the
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mechanical apparatus of the camera has been eliminated from the photogram
process, the material support is nevertheless technologically dependent, consist-
ing of chemicals, paper, and artificial light. 

In fact, in spite of their abstract appearance, photograms are extremely con-
crete, to the point that they literalize the indexical paradigm that has been central
to the theorization of photographic representation from its inception. In this sense,
it could be said that in the rayographs photography itself appeared for the first time,
photography in its very “difference from” the material world it represented: in its
stark black-and-whiteness, in its negative mediation, in its strictly technological ori-
gins. Yet, as contact images, rayographs also have a special relation to tactility and
scale that specifically summons dimensionality and space—that is, the physical
object-status of the forms in the pictorial field—and they call on this palpable mate-
riality to test not only the limits of modernist painting and photography, but to bear
down on sculptural qualities as well. This cross-wiring of codes and conventions,
taken within the context of the Dada commitment to revising the politics of repre-
sentation, indicates that rayographs might be best understood through a frame of
pictorial reformation that, insinuating itself into a painterly mode, twists the codes
of modernist painting against themselves, challenging, in fact, the validity of codifi-
cation itself. In light of this project, Picasso, emblematic of modernist painting, was
humbled before a form that invaded and critically rewrote modern art production
according to Dada tenets.

Those tenets are so familiar by now that it is startling to realize that the rayo-
graphs have not been regarded through this critical frame.11 Yet they emerged at
the climactic convergence of three major and distinctive strains of the Dada move-
ment: the Duchampian imperatives that Man Ray had imported to Paris from New
York; the liberatory expansionism André Breton was already cultivating in France;
and the grab bag of Zurich precedents that had just descended on Paris in the per-
son of Tr istan Tzara. Flowing from the pursuit of the ant i-ret inal, the
psycho-perceptual, and the readymade, rayographs were embraced by the Dadaists
as both repositories of found memory and trenchant appraisals of technological
rationality. The context in which this happened was constituted by a set of practices
best described collectively as the Dada automatic. They are part of a wholesale reorga-
nization of the perceptual field that foregrounds the modern subject as the subject
of technology and, in slight advance of the full commitment of the Surrealist move-
ment to psychic automatism, embraces the role of the unconscious in cultural
production. Extraordinarily overdetermined by a welter of conflicting motivations,
the rayographs embody the general heterogeneity of the interwar avant-garde.
But they are particularly representative of the brilliant sputter of Dada’s demise
in Paris in the years 1922 and 1923.
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Flou

Flou, “blur” in French, is the name that has been given to this period that
belonged to neither Dada nor Surrealism, and yet belonged to both. Marked by the
tension between two great egos, those belonging to André Breton and Tristan Tzara,
it was a threshold moment between manifestos, vaguely defined and transitional,
when avant-garde Paris was at once committed to the spontaneous and open-ended
public pursuits initiated by Dada and a more private but equally intensive focus on
drawing out the nonconformist poetics of the unconscious in trance-like “sleep ses-
sions,” which would, within a few years, come to be identified with Surrealism. The
characterization is Louis Aragon’s: “[W]e imagined . . . that the Dada movement had
been succeeded by an absolutely new state of mind which we amused ourselves by
calling the mouvement flou. Illusory, and for me marvelous expression.”12

In France, the term flou is a photographic pejorative meaning “out of focus,”
and rayographs are in every way a visual manifestation of this tendency toward inde-
terminacy. Like shape shifters, they fluctuate between abstraction, description,
imagination, and materiality: between art and its others. They are extraordinarily
open to interpretation, and in the early years they appeared in publications as dis-
parate as London Vogue (1925) and the Constructivist journal G (1923 and 1926).13

In the late 1920s, Breton and his followers embraced rayographs as fully Surrealist
objects, ensuring that, along with the rest of the mouvement flou, they would be ana-
lyzed in terms of the Surrealism to come, effectively eclipsing Dada’s role in their
formation. But Dada had long operated according to the principle of instability,
blurring distinctions between art and mass media (in photomontage), art and mass
production (in the readymade), and intention and reception (in public provoca-
tions and spectacles). In 1921, Roman Jakobson characterized the movement as
“transrational”—an indulgence in sheer relativity and paradox—citing Tristan
Tzara as support: “I am against all systems, the most acceptable system is to have no
system at all.”14 Framed by flou, Man Ray’s equivocations—photography is not
art/photography can be art/art is not photography—strike one as a form of discur-
sive repurposing that recalls the readymade, or at the very least, a cultivation of
irrationality commensurate with automatic writing. What appears at first to be a
show of dogmatic inconsistency is in fact an instance of Dada blur and flux, acti-
vated by a form of cr it ical recycling that would later come to be called
détournement—not a negation, precisely, but an intervention or interleaving of new
forms into old that is put in play to expose conventional demarcations as redun-
dant. “And yet you still paint?” “Yes . . . to persuade me of its inanity.” 
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The Dada Automatic

The increasing influence of the logic of the readymade and the sociopoliti-
cal aftershocks of Dada antics initiated a reception of the rayographs that
decisively located the images outside of fine-art conventions. But a third and even
more compelling agent of the avant-garde’s claim of the rayograph as its own was
Paris Dada’s full engagement with one of the dominant critical strategies of the
mouvement flou: the group’s aggressive pursuit of automatic practices, a preoccupa-
tion dating back to Zurich Dada and transmitted to André Breton and the Paris
group through the first Dada champion of the rayographs, Tristan Tzara. 

“Automatic eduction,” a process appropriated from French dynamic psychia-
try, had been deployed since the mid-nineteenth century as a method of recording
“undirected thought” in order to produce imagery independent of conscious will. In
the course of the procedure, the subject, brought to a trance-like state of focus,
begins to speak, write, or draw, theoretically without conscious intervention.15 In the
history of art, of course, this is a process most commonly associated with the
Surrealist movement, which took up automatism as a defining term following on
Breton and Soupault’s publication of automatist texts and transcripts of hypnagogic
statements peppered with automatic markings—scrawl, really, only barely legible—
in the pages of the flou journal Littérature.16 But the Zurich Dadaists had long been
using automatic techniques to guarantee chance outcomes in collaborative writing
as well as in images, and in February of 1919, Tristan Tzara and Francis Picabia pub-
lished a collaborative automatic text in Picabia’s journal 391, thus predating Breton
and Soupault’s Champs Magnétiques by five months.17

Furthermore—and of the greatest importance to the Dada reception of
rayographs—the Zurich efforts turned almost immediately to developing visual
rather than merely linguistic forms of the practice. As early as 1916, Hans Arp
had made automatic drawings and collages composed “according to the laws of
chance,” and by 1919, he was meeting Tzara and Walter Serner in cafés to spon-
taneously wr ite a ser ies of poems ent it led “hyperbola of the crocodile
hairdresser and the walking stick,” automatic texts that were then joined by
their visual counterpart, Christian Schad’s “Schadograph” of the same year—a
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15. Pierre Janet’s dynamic psychiatry is so-named because it was the first psychiatric model to
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18. Hans Arp, “And So the Circle Closed” (1948), in Arp on Arp: Poems, Essays, Memories, Marcel Jean, ed.
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20. Pierre Janet, L’Automatisme psychologique (1889; repr., Paris: Éditions Odile Jacob, 1998).
21. Société anonyme pour l’exploitation du vocabulaire dadaiste (Arp, Tzara and Serner), “hyper-
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(Chicago: University of Chicago Press; London: Tate Publishing, 2006), p. 53. 

tiny photogram called Arp et Val Serner in the London crocodarium, which, like the
automatic writing that evaded the logic of the habitual arrangement of words,
seemed to exist outside of fixed categories (were they photographs? collages?
Cubist? Expressionist?).18

The technique had already been in use by mediums for “spirit communica-
tion” when psychiatrists took it up in the late nineteenth century, retheorizing
it as the direct expression of ideas uninhibited by conscious control. Freud was
famously skeptical of the process (as he was of the related technique of hypno-
sis) but Frederic Myers, Pierre Janet, and William James all developed systems
for eliciting automatic responses as a means of calling forth repressed traumatic
narratives in treatment for neurotic symptoms. Faith in the process was based
on the belief that without the repressive presence of learned conventions, any-
thing imagined will tend to be acted on spontaneously. It is only conscious
thought, through a specific operation that Janet named “the reality function,”
that sublimates or represses these automatic responses, synthesizing them with
sensory input in such a way that the subject can successfully distinguish between
memory and sense, between an inner repository of past events and the immedi-
ate present of an outer “reality.”19 Experiments in eliciting automatic responses
were intended as treatment for psychic disorders; but the second part of Janet’s
L’Automatisme psychologique focused on partial automatisms, in effect proposing
that the reality function is breached fairly regularly in normally functioning
subject s—as, for example, in absent-mindedness, daydreaming, and idle
chatter.20 One only needs a distraction strong enough to concentrate the sub-
ject’s conscious attention away from the instrument of action—which is to say,
in the case of automatic writing or drawing, the hand. With the writer thus pre-
occupied, she or he marks the page with expressions that are normally
inhibited. Generally speaking, the writing is grammatically correct, but without
sensible content—the words sound acceptable (as distinct from early Dada
sound poems), but in combination are unintelligible: “down in the haircream of
a canal trotter/the lagladdest bird lays the bushbeaten ways/of a buttersack in
the twin feathers . . . ”21



Deployed by poets, as Michael Riffaterre has pointed out, automatic writing
“piggybacks” on grammatical tropes—writes into them, in order to make deviant
formal arrangements that are at once familiar and utterly gnomic, as though they
appeared from a foreign source. Importantly, the subject does not feel him- or
herself to be the author; that is, the writing is perceived as involuntary and
“other.” Accordingly, the 1920 text “manifesto of the dada crocodarium” was writ-
ten by Tzara but signed by Arp, and other automatic texts appeared under the
pseudonym “Alexandre Partens.”22

Automatic texts had significant implications for an avant-garde seeking to re-
form sociocultural presuppositions. First, automatisms were not theorized as
aberrant pathologies but as normal phenomena latent in even the healthiest individ-
uals.  If they were universally cultivated, and individual automatisms were to
overtake perceptual norms, then experience itself would—at least theoretically—
move away from a paradigm of institutionally sanctioned mastery and towards
something popular. Second, the clinical language around automatic reflexes
includes a satisfyingly polemical rhetoric of freedom—freedom from the inhibitions
that mask internal conflict, and, ultimately, freedom from conflict itself. Automatic
writing emerged only as a byproduct of the curative process: significant within the
context of treatment, it is absurd in the context of quotidian language, which is,
conversely, instrumental and transparent. Poetically conceived, automatic texts free
language from the bonds of utilitarian meaning, directly answering Breton’s call in
Les mots sans rides (a founding text of the époque floue) to liberate words from their
dictionary definitions.23

In the process of inducing automatic responses, the subject experiences a
psychic-motor disaggregation such that actions, split from conscious interven-
tion, carry on mechanically, and the body effectively, if temporarily, becomes
an automaton.24 Imagery emerges anonymously and impersonally, as though
from a mechanism self-calibrated to present and confront past damage—
arguably a suitable state for a traumatized postwar subject immersed in a
cultural context in need of sweeping reform. Thus, in spite of the discourse of
liberation attached to them, psychological automatisms quixotically promise
freedom while threatening a voluntaristic, coherent individuality and the fully
realized, consciously accessible self long understood as central to creative
expression. In fact, automatic practices were regarded in the psychoanalytic
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22. Michael Riffaterre, “Semantic Incompatibilities in Automatic Writing,” in Mary Ann Caws, ed.,
About French Poetry from Dada to “Tel Quel” (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1974), pp. 223–41.
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(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1996), pp. 100–02. 
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chologique, pp. 347–56.



community as profoundly uncreative processes capable only of withdrawing and
repeating prior material.25

It was perhaps because of this writing’s uncultivated quality that Arp called
his automatic texts “inventory poems,” comparing automatic responses, “the
entrails of poetry,” to “the cock-a-doodle-doo, the curse, the moan, the stammer,
the yodel . . . they make sense only insofar as nature makes sense.”26 Arp refers
here not to harmonious structures, but to nature without imposed order, a form-
less spew of automatic responses emitted without conscious direction. He
compares the material of the mind to the predigested contents of the bowels
(traces of past experience available for recycling), the byproducts of useful action
and instrumental language. Here is a case of dynamic psychology turning art away
from vague notions of “spirit” and “soul” as the motivating “life force” and toward
a model of reuse and recycling. Expression, motivated unconsciously, is conceived
not as a manifestation of fundamental individuality, but as rising reflexively from
an inchoate heap of habits and useless, even destructive, scraps of memory; these
scraps are always mediated by language, but, in their aimless irrationality, they
function critically by their sheer manifestation in a sociocultural context domi-
nated by the logic of production.

This intersection of psychoanalysis, action, and critique was anathema to
Freud but allowable by the Jungian school that dominated the psychoanalytical
scene in Zurich. Undoubtedly, Dada automatic writing was influenced by Jung’s
own interpretation of automatism, which would eventually be theorized as the
process of “active imagination.”27 But the development of a specifically critical
rationale for loosening repressive constraints was fundamental to the theories
of the anarchist psychoanalyst Otto Gross, a man whom Jung called his “twin
brother.”28 “The psychology of the unconscious is the philosophy of revolu-
t ion,” Gross asserted in 1912.29 According to his follower Franz Jung (no
relation to Carl), Gross intended “to found a free college from which . . . to
attack Western civilization, the obsessions of inner as well as outer authority,
[and both] the social bonds which these imposed [and] the distortions of a
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25. Marguerite Bonnet, André Breton: naissance de l’aventure surréaliste (Paris: Corti, 1975), p. 107, cited in
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29. Otto Gross, “Zur Überwindung der kulturellen Krise,” Die Aktion 3, 1913, pp. 384–87, cited in
Richard Noll, The Jung Cult: Origins of a Charismatic Movement (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1994), p. 165. 



parasitic form of society, in which everyone was forced to live off of everyone
else to survive.”30 Psychoanalytic methods were to be deployed not in order to
facilitate sublimation (as in Freud), but, drawing on Nietzsche, to tap into a
natural and “chaotic perversity of impulses and emotions” in order to regain an
innate “social purposefulness.”31

Gross’s theories would become important to Berlin Dada’s polemical turn
through Franz Jung, whose journal Die Freie Strasse disseminated Gross’s views
after the analyst’s death in 1919.32 But Arp was already acquainted with Gross’s
work, a familiarity that may have gone back to 1913, when Arp visited Monte
Verità, a commune in Ascona, Switzerland, where Gross operated as the charis-
mat ic polit ical authority. It was there that Arp made his fir st automat ic
drawings and chance compositions, explicitly linking them to unconscious
processes: 

I pursued the development of the papiers collés technique, banishing
will from the composition, submitting myself to automatic execution. I
called this “to work according to the law of chance,” the law that
encompasses all others . . . and which cannot be tested except through a total
abandonment to the unconscious . . . 33

Dada’s automatism, then, had two distinctive aspects. First, through Arp,
it articulated a full-blown psychoanalytically motivated form of abstraction, an
extreme that would elude Surrealist practice even in the work of Joan Miró and
André Masson. Second, automatisms would be understood as manifestations of
ideational recycling retrieved from a model of the mind that established “imagina-
tion” not as generative and original, but as a kind of warehouse of obsolescent
ephemera. Automatic practices thus kept inventory in the storehouse of the
Dada unconscious. 

Schadographs: The Breakdown of Technology into Art

Linked and refracted across nations, disciplines, and personalities, the goal
of Dada’s “critical automatic”—a collective reformation of consciousness—goes
far to explain how apparently insular experiments with unconscious processes
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came to be exploited by the Zurich Dadaists and subsequently delivered to the
mouvement flou in France. These were the determinants Tristan Tzara brought with
him to Man Ray’s Paris studio in 1921, along with a portfolio of Schadographs that
Christian Schad had been hoping to show and publish with Tzara’s help. 

Schad, an Expressionist painter at the time, probably had Hans Arp’s care-
fully composed collage work of 1915 in mind when he exposed his fir st
photographic collage in 1919. Like works by Arp and Kurt Schwitters, with whom
he today competes for the distinction of having been the first to introduce trash
in Dada,34 Schad’s tiny compositions invoke Picasso’s newsprint and wallpaper
compositions, but as photogrammatic reformulations of Cubism for a postwar sub-
ject who has undergone massive and irreversible changes at the hands of
technology and mass media. Unlike Arp and Schwitters, Schad subordinates com-
position to an evocation of the sheer disorder of the materials of modern
experience. In the same way that automatic writing recycles past language into
new configurations, the Schadographs shuffle fragments of once-coherent bod-
ies—advertisements, newspaper articles, clothing—into a barrage of conflicting
forms and signs whose internal interference throws up a haze of visual static. And
unlike his fellow Dada collagists, whose compositions maintained the craft-like
variation of handiwork, Schad worked with trash made technological: scraps
soaked in chemicals and sunk into photographic emulsion. 

It was Schad’s close companion Walter Serner who, steeped in automa-
tism’s critical rewriting of representational codes, encouraged Schad in his
photogram production, and it was presumably Serner who delivered the images
to Tzara. Serner saw in them pictorial language reused—newspapers and trash
picked up thoughtlessly on the street, for example—or the pragmatic material-
ization of automatic utterances, specifically politicized in their recycling of the
detritus of progress. “I had pushed open a gate,” Schad wrote to Serner, “it was
the breakdown of technology into art.”35 In unpremeditated and endless supply
from the gutter and the garbage can, the scraps were recycled and activated into
a set of critical ideas. Schadographs advanced themselves as the very substance of
postwar public life, made over by the cut. And they specifically refer to mass
media in the most pervasive and ephemeral visual form of the time: that of
newsprint journalism. Through this reference in particular, the Schadographs can
be seen as a visual counterpart to Dada’s specifically mechanical-technological
gloss on the automatic, co-opting mass-produced language and imagery as the
very substance of their critique. They shared this trait with a number of Dada
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gestures,  including the system
Tristan Tzara formulated in 1920 for
producing Dada poems:

Take a newspaper. Take
some scissors. Choose an
art icle in the newspaper
that is the length you wish
to give your poem. Cut out
the art icle. Then cut out
each of the words that make
up the article and put them
into a bag. Shake gently.
Then remove each cutting
one after the other. Copy
them carefully in the order
they leave the bag. The
poem will resemble you.36

Here, resonat ing with auto-
mat ic dict at ion, language and
imagery were not conceived as origi-
nal utterances,  but were drawn
readymade from a well of fragments
structured to rhyme with the disorder
of the unconscious—significant ly,
fragments consisting of information technology such that memory itself is
advanced as technologically determined. Drawn in a random and inchoate man-
ner through the automatic process, public discourse is not negated, but
reconceived, re-formed, and written into, just as Schadographs were pictorial
reconcept ions of readymade imagery: the reuse of refuse, refusing fore-
thought—dependent, that is, on what could be found on any given day. These
systematic approaches to image-making are in keeping with Dada’s ambivalent
fascination with technology; for, while the imagery was produced in response to
preset conditions and systems, these were regulations that seemed to “turn” on
themselves. They were machine-like processes with unpredictable, rather than
uniform, results, evoking machines that were, in a sense, thrown into reverse :
made unproductive or nonsensical.

In turn, the Schadographs perform a détournement of pictorial genres and struc-
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tures through a process of reference
and citation. As Tzara strove to arbi-
trarily interleave the public language
of the newspaper into the structures
of poetry, so too did Schad write into
preexisting structures of visual repre-
sentation—shattering, for example,
the narrative coherence of Cubist
collage: the bottle, the table, the
folded newspaper. The photographic
medium further underscores the ref-
erences to mass media: like the
newspaper, it is itself a form of tech-
nological reproduction, and like the
news, it is valued for its immediacy.
Instantly obsolescent, all bear the
double intimation of a frozen pre-
sent, simultaneously past. Likewise,
photographs prove to be the perfect
analog to the automatic text in its
relation to unconscious processes:
inclusive of all that appears in the
camera’s viewfinder, mechanically
made “memory-records” constituted
by visual residue. Deserved or not,

photography’s reputation is still that of being an unmediated print—a myth that
is foregrounded by the relative directness of the photogram process. The absent
camera is replaced by mechanical actions: picking up trash at random on the
street, drawing newspaper fragments from a bag . . . or, in Man Ray’s case,
absent-mindedly misplacing objects in a developing tray.

The Man Is the Kodak

Nearly forty years after making the first rayograph, Man Ray described the
scene of its invention as one of careless ineptitude: momentarily distracted from
the tedium of printing out some fashion shots, he mistakenly slipped a sheet of
unexposed paper into the developing tray and then, thrown off by the interrup-
tion, accidentally compounded the bungle: 

[A]s I waited in vain a couple of minutes for an image to appear, regret-
ting the waste of paper, I mechanically placed a small glass funnel, the
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graduate, and the thermometer in the tray on the wetted paper. I
turned on the light; before my eyes an image began to form, not quite
a simple silhouette of the objects as in a straight photograph, but dis-
torted and refracted by the glass more or less in contact with the paper
and standing out against a black background, the part directly exposed
to light . . . . Taking whatever objects came to hand—my hotel room key,
a handkerchief, some pencils, a brush, a candle, a piece of twine—I
made a few more prints . . . . [When] Tristan Tzara came in . . . he spot-
ted my prints on the wall at once, becoming very enthusiastic; they
were pure Dada creat ions, he said, and far super ior to similar
attempts—simple flat textural prints in black and white—made a few
years ago by Christian Schad . . . 37

Tzara was already primed to understand the rayographs as the residue of
an automatic gesture: he was, after all, commandeering the Schadographs. He
had named them (as he would later claim to have named the rayographs); he
had been charged with the task of finding a Paris venue for them; and they
would remain in his possession until he passed them on to New York’s Museum
of Modern Art. That he was handling Schadographs at precisely the time and
place that the rayographs appeared suggests not only that he showed them to
Man Ray—Tzara was living upstairs from him at the time—but also that he had
a hand in developing and sustaining Man Ray’s creation myth, with its evoca-
tions of distraction, spontaneity, and automatic production. Indeed, the 1922
catalog essay Tzara wrote for Champs Délicieux, Man Ray’s first album of pho-
tograms, indicates that the contemporary critical reception of the rayographs as
“painterly” was paralleled by a second, specifically Dada reception, one that
understood the rayographs as utterly mechanical in their facture. 

“Noble painting, with curly hair in gilt frames,” Tzara wrote. “That’s their
marble, that’s our piss.” In the rayographs, he continued, “Precise, unique and
correct mechanical deformation is fixed, smoothed, and filtered like a head of
hair through a comb of light . . . a physico-chemical product.”38 For Tzara, the
registration of images in the photogram process was automatic in every sense of
the word: not only in its alignment with processes that lay outside of conscious
control, but also, in spite of the absence of the camera, in its mechanical dimen-
sion. In this reception of the rayographs, the absence of the apparatus only
means that, in Tzara’s words, “the man is the camera”: an insentient automaton,
making marks that are proper to industry.39 The technological reception was
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underscored when Walter Benjamin translated the essay in which those words
appeared and published it in the Constructivist journal G in 1924, along with a
spatially evocative yet severely geometric rayograph, whose only concession to
referentiality was a short length of linked chain at the bottom center of the
image. In the explicitly techno-utopian context of the magazine, the photogram
appears as the incorporation of concrete industrial objects into the cultural
frame. Notably, Benjamin’s translation reads, “The man is the Kodak,” effec-
t ively “branding” Man Ray and further emphasizing the alignment of the
rayographs with a particularly American form of commercial production.40

Furthermore, Tzara argued that the rayographs effectively destabilized the
terms of both painting and photography: “Photography, inverted,” he called them,
not negating the medium, but turning it upside down, rendering it carnivalesque.
If Man Ray’s images surpassed Schad’s in this, it was because they challenged the
camera-eye on two counts: through value reversal, of course, but also through spa-
tial distortions that challenge photography’s affirmation of vision itself. “The
photographer has invented a new method,” Tzara writes. “He presents to space an
image that goes beyond it . . . . Is it a spiral of water, or the tragic gleam of a
revolver, an egg, a glittering arc or a sluice-gate of reason, a subtle ear with a min-
eral whistle or a turbine of algebraic formulae?”41

Notice the concatenation of imagery in Tzara’s text: he uses an “automatism
effect” to cognitively evoke in the reader the same sort of disaggregation that is
visually activated by the pictures. Recognizability itself is at stake in automatic
texts, as familiar objects blur and conjoin, interrogating representation. The
effect of disorientation is heightened in the rayographs by Man Ray’s use of neu-
tral, everyday objects in a new, deforming context—objects that signal yet another
determining factor of the images here. For the darkroom was a little crowded on
the day the first rayograph appeared. Along with Tristan Tzara and Christian
Schad, Marcel Duchamp was present, his concept of the readymade hovering over
the ordinary, mass-produced objects that landed in the developing tray. 

Man Ray had been collaborating with Duchamp since their first meeting in
1915, often in the context of photography, a link made explicit when one of the
first rayographs published went into The Little Review, entitled esoRRose sel à vie.42

Paralleling Tzara and Picabia’s “doubled” automatic texts of 1919, the “Rose” in
the title of this rayograph was hand-printed in mirror writing from left to right—a
demonstration of inversion that gathers automatic writing, Duchampian language
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play, and value reversal into
a single representation. 

Duchamp, of course, had
already given up painting
and would understand the
rayographs not as the “reti-
nal” art he despised, but as
an intense demonstration
of photography’s capacity
to record. He would
delight in the photogram’s
extreme difference from the
world-as-seen, as though it
had been produced by a
technology that had no
cognizance at all of the
nature of human percep-
t ion: a technique that
reliably and systematically
produced images incom-
mensurate with painterly
codes as well as the newly
formulated conventions of
photographic excellence
Stieglitz was establishing in
New York. “You know
exactly how I feel about
photography,” he would
write to Stieglitz in 1922. “I

would like to see it make people despise painting until something else will make
photography unbearable.”43

Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes expanded on this reception of the rayographs as
an anti-retinal critique of painting in his 1923 essay “Dada Painting, or the ‘Oil Eye,’”
in which he defined Dada’s approach to the canvas specifically as “blind painting,”
denouncing vision as irrelevant to art production. “Sight is the lowest sense,” he
wrote, “so low it should be simply worn under the sole of one’s boot . . . . But the
Dada painters have broken with sight. They paint or draw as if they did not see.”
Ribemont-Dessaignes names Arp as the paradigmatic blind painter: “his hand
paints by hearsay.” But he also singles out Man Ray, arguing that in the revolution-
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ar y rayographs, Man Ray
“invents a new world and pho-
tographs it to prove that it
exists. But as the camera also has
an eye . . . he suppresses it. It is no
longer a question of preserving
images in a box; but of making
an astonishing destructive projec-
tion of all formal art . . . ”44

Ribemont-Dessaignes
cites Duchamp and Ernst as
well in his essay but signifi-
cant ly he excludes Hans
Richter’s “blind paintings” of
five year s earlier, gestural
paintings made very quickly
at twilight in a state of “self-
hypnosis.”45 But Richter
insisted that his paint ings
were “visionary portrait s”:
they call on a transcendent
inner model as opposed to one constructed of the materials of the quotidian. The
difference between the two can be measured in the difference between Richter’s
figurative portraits and Schad’s tiny Typewritten Picture, Dada Portrait of Walter Serner
of 1920, a linear confluence of typewritten symbols and a few phrases in French
(among them, “Beware of Painting!!!!!!!”) that in no way resembles human form.
Stapled, folded, incoherent, the work is paradigmatic of the preoccupation with
techno-irrational means that had become definitive of the Dada automatic, a
mode of art production that was affirmed by Man Ray himself in 1921, when he
wrote to Katherine Dreier of photography’s “strong penchant” for the “irrele-
vant,” stating, “I am trying to make my photography automatic—to use my camera
as I would a typewriter . . . ”46

And, indeed, the rayographs do represent an unprecedented degree of
deskilling for Man Ray, surpassing both the depersonalized aerographs and the
reliance on the camera-eye. These images remove both the hand and the eye, for
the rayographs were composed blindly. This is not to say that the room was com-
pletely dark—there would have been red light—but rather that since Man Ray
worked with dimensional, rather than flat, objects and because he used objects of
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varying degrees of transparency placed at some distance from the paper (so as to
experiment with the intensity and direction of multiple light sources), his results
were radically unpredictable. Most importantly, because Man Ray worked with
developing-out paper rather than printing-out paper, the effect of the shadows cast
onto the pristine field could only be known after the objects had been disassembled
and the blank paper slipped into the developing tray. This is an extreme invitation
to chance, felt as an absence of work; it recalls the impersonality and deskilling of
machine processes. Thus, the rayographs come to be called Champs Délicieux—and
resonate with Breton and Soupault’s first automatic text, Les Champs Magnétiques.
The “graph” in “rayograph” refers not to the graphic arts, but to sheer registration—
in the manner of a seismograph or a telegraph. Just as the subject’s hand in
automatic writing was considered no more than a neutral recording device, the
Dada subject in the darkroom was no more than a conduit for the passive transcrip-
tion of the irrationally white shadows of temporary assemblages. 

Furthermore, the assemblages traced by the rayographs have a link to
mechanical production that is much stronger than that of Man Ray’s other Dada
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constructions, one that rises
from the unprecedented
nature of the “event” that they
transcribe. For rayographs are
also serial images, and in this
regard they depart radically
from the photomechanical
precedents afforded by Schad
or even Max Ernst, whose col-
lage images had only just
rocked Paris Dada the year
before, in 1921. Unlike pho-
tomontage, which is cut and
pieced after pr int ing, the
rayographs’ associative syn-
t ax is readymade, auto -
matically transferred from
the bricolage piled on the
surface of the paper. After
exposure, these objects are
removed and reassembled on
the next sheet, the lights go
on again, another pr int
moves to the developing tray,
and the objects are yet again
reconfigured in a flatbed process recalling a motley assembly line.

The seriality of the rayographs, their status as sheer registration, and the
industrial nature of their physical support lock them into the logic of mass produc-
tion, but this is not the functional process of Taylorization. In the series, there is an
insistence on instability, the unforeseeable inserted into a model of technological
rationality, skewing its production into a steady stream of deformations—as though
the factory in question were calibrated to produce seconds and irregulars without a
prototype. At the same time, while rayographs are sequential units, the methodical
recombinations of the objects depicted seem not so much the creation of new
images, but the repeated return to things already seen: not originals, but re-produc-
tions of arbitrarily grouped objects commensurate with automatism’s recycling of
language and memory. Their seriality serves not only to wear away at their mythic
singularity, but to make explicit the process by which they were made: a repeated
iteration of disassembly as well as assembly. This kind of endless arrangement and
rearrangement is deeply unproductive: infinite permutations are possible, extending
variation to the point of meaninglessness. In fact, rayographs are copies of what
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could be called ludic readymades:
temporary installations of ordinary
objects, with no unifying theme or
narrative to give them meaning—
play in its irrational, unstable, and
impermanent form.

Furthermore, the “original”
assemblages depicted in the pho-
tograms are very clearly no longer
in existence. The evidence of this
is demonstrated from within the
series itself, as the objects seem to
gather, break, and regroup from
rayograph to rayograph. Seriality
here points to a process—disman-
tling and constructing as a string
of events—and it ties each image
to a specific time and place within
that sequence. 

In this capacity, as records of
unrecoverable moments, rayo-
graphs behave with the same
mnemonic intensity as Man Ray’s
other photographic documents,
particularly those he made of his
own Dada assemblages, all of
which are lost objects as well. In
the spir it of flou, these pho-
tographs can be understood, absurdly, as both utterly abstract and extremely
concrete—a form of testimony to the specific moment they were made. Their
instability constitutes a plastic unfixing of identity, as objects first disengage from
their original functions, then disengage from the norms necessary to associate
them with painting, photography, sculpture, or even collage. 

Man Ray himself seems to have been acutely aware of this cleavage of recog-
nizability and certainty when as an early experiment he re-documented his
already photographed assemblage Compass (1920) as a rayograph. In both the
photograph and the rayograph, the object, a pistol suspended from a large horse-
shoe-shaped magnet, is immediately identifiable, but because of this, what we
attend to in the comparison are not the similarities, but the radical differences
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between the two photographic techniques, the very differences that pitch the
rayograph against the limits of photographic vision. Here is photography pulling
away from illustration, away from description and identification, away even from
the relentless frontality of the pictorial field. As automatic writing inhabits stan-
dard grammar and syntax only to rob it of its claim to comprehensibility, so these
photograms set up the expectation of photographic verisimilitude—through
intermittent clarity and dramatic lighting that enhances the illusion of dimension-
ality—only to frustrate the full articulation of coherent space. Shapes blend and
sunder. Hybrids form, and recognizable objects defy physical logic or fade into dis-
tortion. Space is illuminated by a number of sources so that volumes become
hectic and irrational. The rayographs do not at all naturalize conditions of vision;
rather, they deliver a “view from below,” a perspective on the “never-seen,” a
record of the space where the two-dimensional skin of the page meets the plastic
substance of the objects piled upon it, a view inaccessible even to the artist under any
conditions except in the presence of a rayograph.

The sense of this anti-retinal mode of perception is particularly emphatic in
those images in which clearly recognizable objects are mixed with indecipherable
forms, where the viewer is invited into neither the ideal optical field of abstract
forms nor the illusion of a fully present “realism,” but rather is made painfully aware

of the inability to identify the partially
present traces of objects. There is a
pronounced tension between figura-
t ion and abstract ion in the rayo -
graphs that brazenly dramatizes pho-
tography’s failure to fulfill its promise
of descriptive truth, demonstrating,
instead, a refusal of the servile repro-
duction of nature. In spite of their
palpable materiality, meaning is elu-
sive in the rayographs, obscure rather
than manifest, as though comprehen-
sion of the logic of the space lies
always just out of reach. Thus, even if
Man Ray had not printed in a hypna-
gogic state, and the rayographs were
not “genuinely” automatic, their effect
on the viewer is still the same as that
of automat ic texts, as the images
flicker between obscurity and identifi-
cation, gripping even their maker in a
scene of part ial recognit ion and
latent meaning. 
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The rayograph’s power lies here, in its tense articulation of the self that is
other. It is an ephemeral image that nevertheless presents itself with the dimen-
sional assurance of sculpture: a blind, faithless index that, regardless of its
simplicity of means, seduces vision as effectively as painting. In its refusal of photo-
graphic transparency, the rayograph turns back the affirmation of stability and
mastery—of identity itself—sought by the viewer before a work of art. Instead,
structured as flou and drawing on the techno-irrational Dada automatic, it
advances as an object fit to rewrite art practice: an object that could bring Picasso
to his knees.
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